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Abstract

In high-resolution optical coherence tomography (OCT), a high numerical aperture sample lens is required to

achieve high lateral resolution. This situation leads to a limited depth of focus, which can yield sub-optimal lateral

resolution outside the focal zone for deep-imaging OCT systems. To maintain high transverse resolution over the entire

depth scan, we designed a high-speed dynamic focus control system based on a microelectromechanical mirror. The

silicon nitride deformable mirror shifted the focus of the sample beam of the OCT interferometer in synchrony with the

coherence-gate scan in the reference arm. As a result, the coherence gate remained at the beam focus during the whole

imaging process. The prototype focus control setup was integrated into a high-speed (8 kHz depth scan frequency) OCT

system. Improvement to the image quality was demonstrated with a standard resolution target.
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1. Introduction

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a fairly

new optical imaging technique that permits three-

dimensional high-resolution imaging in highly

scattering media [1]. It is an analogous to ultra-

sound imaging except light waves instead of

acoustic waves are employed in OCT systems.
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Fig. 1. Twenty times reflectance optical microscope photo-

graph of the MEMS mirror.
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Backscattered photons from scattering sites inside

a sample are localized in depth by low-coherence

interferometry. An axial depth scan (A-scan in

ultrasound imaging nomenclature) is achieved by

scanning the reference delay line while recording
the output from the interferometer. With sequen-

tial transverse scans, two- or three-dimensional

images can be obtained.

From a clinical perspective, high resolution and

high frame rates are two crucial parameters for

any medical imaging system. In a standard OCT

system, the axial (depth) resolution is determined

primarily by the coherence length of light source,
whereas the lateral (transverse) resolution depends

on the numerical aperture of the probe beam [2].

In principle, the axial resolution could be im-

proved by using a light source with a larger spec-

tral bandwidth [3]. The use of a high numerical

aperture lens in the probe improves lateral reso-

lution, but also decreases the depth of focus.

Hence, in an OCT system with fixed sample arm/
imaging specimen arrangement, a compromise

between lateral resolution and depth scanning

range has to be found. Most systems employ a

collimated or weakly focused sample beam whose

depth of focus is comparable to the A-scan depth.

This arrangement yields uniform, but sub-optimal,

lateral resolution throughout the entire imaging

depth. The use of dynamic focusing enables im-
proved lateral resolution throughout the imaging

depth [4–6]. To date, all published designs that

incorporate focus compensation are based on

bulk/free space optics, which only operate at low

scan rates. In addition, the large sizes of these

systems preclude their applications in some clinical

scenarios, for example endoscopy. Another ap-

proach is the use of an axicon lens to maintain a
high lateral resolution over a larger depth of field

[7]. This design has yet to be tested in biological

samples.

Recently, microelectromechanical (MEMS)

mirrors have received considerable attention for

their potential applications in optical switches,

scanners, aberration correction systems, and other

optical systems [8,9]. MEMS technologies have
also been applied in biomedical research [10]. In

OCT imaging, MEMS have been used for trans-

verse beam scanning [11,12]. In this paper, we
present a MEMS-based depth focus control sys-

tem, which is used to axially shift the focus plane

of the probe beam synchronously with the depth

scanning of the coherence gate. The intention of

this study is to develop a high-speed, compact
focus control system, which can be integrated into

our real-time endoscopic OCT [13,14].

The MEMS mirrors used in this study are 1.4

mm� 1 mm elliptical deformable mirrors designed

for 45� beam incidence angle (Fig. 1). Mirror de-

sign and release was carried out at Montana State

University (MSU). Mirror fabrication was ac-

complished by MSU personnel working at Stan-
ford�s nanofabrication facility under the auspices

of NSF�s National Nanofabrication Users Net-

work (NNUN) program. These mirrors have a 3-

dB bandwidth in excess of 40 kHz allowing for

real-time focus control in imaging systems. The

mirror is designed to be used for focus adjustment,

with the primary focusing power for the system

provided by a fixed objective lens. The mirrors are
capable of focal lengths ranging from1 to 18 mm.

For use in the OCT probe, the mirrors were op-

erated at 8 kHz, synchronously tracking the depth

scans of the OCT system.

For a finite conjugate optical system, as is the

case for the OCT probe, a hyperbolic reflector al-

lows aberration-free focusing of the incident light.

The MEMS mirror emulates a 45� off-axis hyper-
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the OCT system. BBS, broadband light

source; OC, optical circulator; PM, phase modulator; RSOD,

rapid scanning optical delay line; BPD, balanced photo-detec-

tor; I&Q, in phase and quadrature demodulator; MEMS, focus

control MEMS mirror; SD, scanner driver; AWG, arbitrary

waveform generator and HA, high voltage amplifier.
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boloid reflector, allowing the mirror to be placed

in the post-objective optical path of the OCT

probe head. The 1.4 mm� 1 mm size results in a 1-

mm diameter clear aperture of the optical beam

[15].
Fabrication of the deformable mirrors was

carried out using a silicon nitride surface mi-

cromachining process, the details of which are

discussed elsewhere [9,15]. The MEMS mirror was

a gold-coated silicon nitride membrane supported

by nitride strips along the perimeter. Mirror fo-

cusing was achieved using electrostatic actuation,

the gold reflective surface serving as the actuating
electrode and the underlying silicon substrate as

the counter electrode. The actuating electrode

consists of two concentric actuation zones. This

electrode geometry was used to shape the electro-

static pressure on the membrane in order to con-

trol spherical aberration of the mirror. In this

proof-of-principle experiment, the two electrodes

were kept at the same voltage throughout the scan.
The resulting membrane shape approximated the

desired hyperbolic surface over the range of dis-

placement necessary to track the OCT gate.

Actuation of the MEMS mirrors was accom-

plished by applying a bipolar sinusoidal voltage at

half the desired scan frequency. The mirror oscil-

lation frequency is twice that of the drive voltage

frequency because the electrostatic force is pro-
portional to the square of the voltage [15].

Fig. 2 shows the schematic diagram of the high-

speed OCT system used in this experiment. The

details have been described in previous publica-

tions [13,14]. A 1300-nm broadband light source

(JDS, Canada) with a 63-nm bandwidth was used.

The coherence length of the source was measured

as �13 lm in air. A Fourier-domain rapid scan-
ning optical delay (RSOD) line was used in the

reference arm. Axial scanning was accomplished

with an 8-kHz resonant scanner in the RSOD. The

8-kHz sinusoidal monitor signal from the resonant

scanner was used as the trigger signal for an ar-

bitrary waveform generator (AWG520, Tektronix,

Beaverton, OR), which in turn outputted a 4-kHz

signal to a high voltage amplifier (601C, Trek,
Medina, NY) connected to the MEMS mirror. The

synchrony between the focus scan and the refer-

ence arm scan was achieved by using the reference
arm�s 8 kHz monitor signal to trigger the focus

tracking system.

The details of the OCT sample probe optics are

shown in Fig. 3. The NA of the probe beam

(without MEMS deflection) was about 0.06.

To ensure the focus plane of probe beam always
coincided with the coherence gate during an axial

scan, the amplitude, phase, and shape of the out-

put signal from the AWG were optimized. The

optimal waveform of the driving signal depended

on the response of the individual mirror. In our

preliminary study, an approximate waveform was

deduced as follows.

Driven by a sinusoidal signal, the displacement
of the coherence gate relative to its position with

the RSOD mirror at 0� can be expressed as:

DZðtÞ ¼ A sinðxtÞ: ð1Þ

Suppose the driving signal on the MEMS mir-

ror is

V ¼ V0 sinðxt=2þ /0Þ: ð2Þ
Then the displacement d at the center of the mirror

can be described as

dðtÞ ¼ kV 2 ¼ kV 2
0 sin2 ðxt=2þ /0Þ; ð3Þ

where k is a constant on the order of 10�4–10�5

lm/V2. The focal length of the MEMS mirror fm
can be calculated from
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the probe optics.
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Fig. 4. The response of the MEMS mirror. The X-axis repre-

sents the amplitude of the DC signal that was applied to the

MEMS mirror. The Y-axis represents the shifts of the focus

point.
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fmðtÞ ¼
D2

16d
¼ D2

16kV 2
0 sin2 ðxt=2þ /0Þ

¼ fmin

sin2 ðxt=2þ /0Þ
; ð4Þ

where D is the full width of the mirror along its

minor axis, d is the maximum mirror deflection

and fmin is the minimum focal length of the MEMS
mirror. With the setup shown in Fig. 3, the

MEMS-induced shift of the focal point from its

initial position (at V ¼ 0 V) was

Df ðtÞ ¼ �L2
0

fmðtÞ þ L0

; ð5Þ

where L0 was the distance from the MEMS mirror

to the initial focus point. The minus sign indicates

that when a non-zero voltage was applied to the

mirror, the focal point of the probe beam moved

closer to the mirror.

If L0 � fm (in our system, L0 was �9 mm while

fm changed from 1 at V ¼ 0 V to fmin � 60 mm at
V ¼ 200 V), then from Eqs. (4) and (5),

Df ðtÞ � �L2
0

fmðtÞ

¼ 8kL2
0V

2
0

D2
sin xt

��
þ 2/0 þ

p
2

�
� 1

�

¼ �L2
0

2fminðtÞ
sin xt

��
þ 2/0 þ

p
2

�
� 1

�
: ð6Þ

Comparing Eq. (1) and Eq. (6), the scan of the

focus point was seen to have the same frequency

and waveform as that of the coherence gate. If the
condition L0 � fm does not hold then a non-
sinusoidal focus control waveform is required. The
synchrony between the focus scan and coherence

gate scan was achieved in our experiment by ad-

justing the phase shift /0 and amplitude V0 until

maximum signals from a sample mirror located at

different axial positions were seen.

The voltage-focal length behavior of the

MEMS mirror was determined by measuring the

static focal length of the probe beam. A mirror was
imaged using the optical probe and the mirror

position was then adjusted to maximize the re-

flected signal. By varying the voltage and adjusting

the sample the focal length-voltage graph shown in

Fig. 4 was made. Fig. 4 shows the measured data
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in agreement with the quadratic dependence of

focal shift on applied voltage described in Eq. (6).

Based on these results, a Vp–p ¼ 400 V sinusoi-

dal signal (�200 V) was delivered to the MEMS

mirror, producing a 1.25-mm focus scan range.
During the experiment, the depth range of the

OCT coherence gate was adjusted to match the

range of the focus scan.

To confirm the feasibility of the focus control

system, a United States Air Force (USAF) reso-

lution target was imaged by the OCT system with

and without a driving signal on the MEMS mirror.

The schematic in Fig. 5(a) suggests that without
dynamic focus control, the lateral resolution

would drop quickly as the target moves out the
(b)(a)

Fig. 5. A schematic comparing imaging conditions with fixed

focus and with dynamic MEMS-controlled focus. (a) Without

dynamic focus tracking, the lateral resolution is degraded when

the specimen is outside of the depth of focus. (b) With dynamic

focus control, the focal point is shifted with depth scanning, so

that the imaged specimen is always in the probe beam�s focal

point.

Fig. 6. Images of the 50-lm bars on a USAF resolu
focus zone. In contrast, with MEMS dynamic fo-

cus tracking, the lateral resolution should remain

constant across all axial target locations, as de-

picted in Fig. 5(b).

The corresponding experimental results are
shown in Fig. 6. First, without a driving voltage,

the MEMS mirror functioned as a simple reflector.

The USAF target was placed at different distances

from the focal plane and images of the 50 lm bars

were acquired by the OCT system. A translation

stage was used to laterally scan the target. The

depth scan range was �1.25 mm while the lateral

scan range was �0.5 mm. Limited by the speed of
the translation stage, each lateral scan took about

2 s. The results are shown in Fig. 6(a). (To see the

target clearly, only a limited depth range of the

image is displayed.) As the target moved away

from the focal plane (Z ¼ 0 mm) by more than 0.7

mm, the 50-lm bars become increasingly blurred.

In Fig. 6(b), similar images are shown with

MEMS focus scanning active. Even when the
target was translated vertically by more than 1 mm

from its original position, the 50-lm bars are still

clearly resolved when MEMS-activated dynamic

focus control was enabled.

These results demonstrate the feasibility of a

high-speed focus control system based on a

MEMS mirror. Appreciation of the improvement

in lateral resolution in 2D biological OCT images
requires implementation in a system with higher

numerical aperture. Increasing the NA will de-

crease the focus adjustment range Df , since the
tion target. (The lateral step size was 10 lm.)
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focus scan range and the NA of the probe beam

are coupled. Redesign of the probe optics to in-

crease one will unavoidably reduce the other. In

fact, the product jDf j �NA2 is a constant during

the optical transform of lens system. It can be
shown that:

jDf j ¼ nD2

4NA2fminð1þ L0=fminÞ
; ð7Þ

where D is the diameter of MEMS mirror, n is the

refractive index of the sample, and fmin is the

minimum focus length of the MEMS mirror at its
maximum deflection/highest driving voltage. Eq.

(7) may be recast in terms of the depth-of-focus of

the imaging beam. Assuming a Gaussian beam

with the 1/e2 intensity radius coincident with the

mirror radius, one depth of focus in the sample is

2nz0 with z0 equal to the Rayleigh range of the

beam in air. Then the focus adjustment range may

be written as

jDf j ¼ 2pdmax

k
1

ð1þ L0=fminÞ
ð2nz0Þ; ð8Þ

where dmax is the maximum displacement of the

mirror center. A mirror with larger displacement
dmax is desired to adjust the focus over many

depths-of-focus, permitting the use of a large NA

as needed for high-resolution subsurface imaging.

In our experiments, the displacement of the

MEMS mirror was approximately 1 lm, in order

to match the focus scan range to the delay range.

This displacement value corresponded to scanning

4.6 times the depth-of-focus of our system. Dis-
placements as great as 5 lm for similar mirrors

have been measured, corresponding to 23 depths-

of-focus and the potential for use in a corre-

spondingly higher NA system.

In this paper, we presented a focus control

system based on MEMS technology. The MEMS

mirror device was used in a high-speed OCT sys-

tem and we demonstrated its feasibility of opera-
tion synchronous with the 8 kHz OCT depth scan

frequency. Preliminary experimental results with a

USAF target showed substantial improvement in

the image quality at different target depths. Gov-

erning equations relating mirror properties to

sample beam focus tracking have been derived.
This approach will allow subsurface OCT tissue

imaging with improved lateral resolution

throughout the imaging depth. Based on these

considerations, we anticipate a high NA and large

deformation MEMS mirror system compatible
with endoscopic imaging.
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